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HEIDI MOHN, COVINGTON CAVALIERS, USA 
 
THE DOG CLASSES 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY DOG (4) 
 
“THIS WAS A NICE CLASS OF PROMISING PUPPIES WITH LOTS TO OFFER AND 
GOOD OVERALL STRUCTURE ALL AROUND.” 
 

1. FORESTCREEK KEEGAN (Whitmire/Cline)  
Very pretty puppy, with super head and eyes, marked so well with dark pigment.  Short coupled, 
compact, nice round bone.  Exhibits good reach and drive as he is well angulated and short 
hocked. 

 
2. NIGHTINGALE GOLD RUSH (Mulligan)  

This puppy is also a nice little dog. Similar in outline but longer cast.  Muzzle slightly longer still 
very typey and pretty.  Lovely eyes.  Excellent Reach and drive on the move.  Good coming and 
going. 

 
3. GRANLAUREL SHOTGUN RIDER (Gregory/Green)  

This was a larger dog then the ones before him with a fairly long moderate muzzle and could use 
a larger eye.  Blenheim pigment on coat was on the lighter side. Moved adequately. 

 
4. LEGENDCREST ANIMAL HOUSE (Gardner/Seidman)  

Similar to #3 in shape, a larger longer cast dog but this one has beautiful pigment.  Lacking 
sternum and a bit tucked up at this age.  Face not as pretty or clean as others. 

 
 

 SENIOR PUPPY DOG (3) 
 

1. LEGENDCREST FINNICKYSKYE DREAM CATCHER (Utych/Utych)  
Lovely shape on this 11 Mo old puppy.  Great potential to have a nice career in the ring.  Lovely 
shape with a super quality, well broken coat.  Nice proportions, well balanced, moves with level 
topline and tail set, good coming and going.  Masculine head yet pleasant and correct.  Would 
have loved to see slightly shorter hocks on this guy to ice the cake.  He is still growing. 
BEST PUPPY DOG 
 
 
 
 



2. HUNTLAND LEOPOLD (Land/Land)   
Small dog with significantly less bone.  Good balance and pretty on the move.  Level topline 
sporting a long neck.  Well balanced but lacking in angulation effecting the ideal reach and drive.  
Would love to see shorter hocks on this guy too.  He has a pretty head with large round dark eyes. 

 
3. PROMONTORY LOGAN SQUARE (Solomon/Levine)  

Presented with a beautiful coat and pretty head.  Mouth not quite correct yet.  Could use some 
weight on him which will also help his tucked-up abdomen.  At only 9.5 months, time is on his 
side to mature a bit. 
 

 
GRADUATE PUPPY DOG (4 ) 
 

1. INGOLD JAXON RIDGE OAKS (Robinson/Mullis)     
A very handsome dog with a lovely and correct well broken coat texture.  Nice short hocks 
allowing good drive.  Masculine and broad skull but very pretty indeed.  Beautiful dark round 
eyes and rims. 

 
2. HUNTLAND BROOKHAVEN MARCO (McCauley)  

This guy looked balanced on the stack but on the move his straighter front forcing a dropped 
croup affected the outline with tail carried high. Would have liked to see a larger eye and wider 
blaze on the headpiece.  Eyes were fully pigmented but set off by lighter rims. 

 
3. WATERSEDGE NEW YEARS TREASURE (Walzer/Walzer)   

Flashy dog with his super dark Blenheim coat color.  A heavily marked longer cast dog who 
needs some weight and toning to present better.  Pretty head and expression, lovely eyes and 
super dark nose pigment follows the lovely coat pigment.   

 
4. HUNTLAND HUNTLEY VAILLANCOURT MCCOSH (McCosh/Land/Land)   

This was a lovely puppy but not confident on the table today making it difficult to access him.  
Bite is just level, with time on his side.  Lovely, short compact shape on the move.  Would like to 
see this guy again after more time is under his belt. 

 
 
NOVICE  DOG (2) 
 

1. AMMIK ONE PARTICULAR HARBOR (Madden/Mixon)  
Am loving so much good pigment showing up on these dogs.  This is another presented with the 
same.  Lovely coat, dark eyes and rims. Overall balance could be better. Sports more angulation 
in rear than front causing some hackney motion in front and egg beating in the rear.  Trying to 
figure out where to put his feet.   
 

2. LEGENDCREST TOP GUN (Carnes)  



This dog is up to size, balanced and longer cast, showing a nice side gait on the move as a result.  
Very pretty eyes and good thick dark rims on a masculine head with a more moderate longer 
muzzle yet pleasant.    

  

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG (1) 
 

1. MARJORELLE CATCH ME IF YOU CAN, JW (Conley) 
A lot to like about this dog.  What a sweet sweet temperament.  Presented in excellent coat 
condition with super pigment.  A short coupled balanced dog moving good coming and going.  
Carries a good topline on the move but lacks in angulation both front and rear which let him 
down in the challenge.   
 

 
AMERICAN BRED DOG (8) 
 

1. ROYALMARK REMINISCENCE (Cameron) 
An excellent typey little dog.  So much going for him.  Presented in excellent body and coat 
condition sporting good pigment.   Short coupled with plenty of good round bone.  A picture on 
the go around with his super angles, level topline, tail set and plenty of neck all of which he used 
to carry himself well. Beautiful head with large round dark eyes and rims.  I’m thinking that he 
himself knew his quality and was happy to show it off.  When it came to the challenge his rear let 
him down over the Winners Dog, but he is a worthy competitor and I suspect will see many wins 
in his future.  Congratulations to his breeders and owner. 
RESERVE WINNERS DOG, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, BEST 
AMERICAN BRED DOG, BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW, BEST BLENHEIM DOG 

 
2. CHADWICK BEST DRESSED (Robinson)  

A worthy honest dog in which you can’t deny his excellent structure, balance and angulation can 
contribute to the breed. He is longer cast which offers room for free movement and he used it to 
his advantage showing a gorgeous side gait.  Presented in excellent body condition with a lovely 
coat and another with dark pigment.   A more masculine head but very pretty and clean with good 
dark round eyes and rims. 
1ST DOG AWARD OF MERIT, BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG 
 

3. BROOKHAVEN MR TAMBOURINE MAN JW (Ayers/Martz)  
Another, slightly less typey than those ahead of him in the class, masculine headed dog with 
lovely dark eyes sporting excellent structure and movement. Good coming and going and another 
excellent side gait with coveted angulation, my notes say “incredible shoulder layback”   

 
4. BROOKHAVEN FOREVER YOUNG (Bolster/Ayers)  

At first glance, as he comes in the ring, this dog looks fancy with his lovely well broken coat.  A 
longer cast body that gives him the space to move freely giving him a very nice side gait.  He 



uses his neck to his advantage. His proportions not as ideal as those before him having a lot of leg 
under him.   His head is pretty but on the heavier side sporting large dark eyes and rims. 

  
 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG (2) 
 

1. ENG. CH. LEOGEM RENAISSANCE, ENG JW (Ayers/Homes/Homes)  
Presented in excellent body and coat condition.  A super typey dog with incredible pigment.  
Beautiful large dark round eyes.  Good on side gait and coming and going.  Little close in the 
rear.  His longer lower profile challenged him in the challenge. 

 
2. TUDORR CHECKMATE (Mixon/Madden)  

This handsome headed dog loved showing.  The perfect attitude for the ring.  Tail never stopped 
moving.  He is also a longer, lower cast dog that would fare better with some weight and better 
coat. 
 
 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR DOG (2) 
 

1. PINNACLEE HUEY IN THE NEWS (Bennett/Bennett/Rowe)   
Another longer cast yet balanced and flashy dog with a lovely straight coat who looks fab on the 
go around.  Could use more angulation to complete the profile.  Would like to see a larger eye 
and darker rims. 

 
2. NIGHTINGALE TATOO (Mulligan)   

A short-coupled dog, also shorter on leg who needs more confidence.  Wasn’t carrying himself 
well today.  Lovely coat pretty head and eyes with dark rims.   Time is in his favor show himself 
off on the go around. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG (1) 
 

1. KHATIBI ONE IN VERMILION, ENG JW (Maddox)  
I loved this dog and was happy to award him Best in Show.  A Ruby in a Blenheim coat.  Cannot 
ignore the overall proportions and structure on this dog.  Moved so elegantly and balanced on the 
go around.  Well angulated, nice and straight coming and going.  Strong front and rear both. 
Super-size, good round bone and in good coat.  Beautiful head with a correct skull, presenting flat 
when his ears are used and alert.  Such a pretty expression with large dark round eyes that he and 
his handler knew how to use to his advantage as he constantly interacted with his expressions.   
He seemed to smile along his journey and made me smile with him. He was pushed hard by the 
Reserve Winners Dog in the challenge with both having beautiful type, but it was his solid build 
and soundness along with exhibiting beautiful and correct type to my interpretation to the 
standard that won the day. 



WINNERS DOG, BEST IN SHOW, BEST RUBY IN SHOW, BEST RUBY DOG 
 
 
OPEN DOG (2) 
 

1. CH BROOKHAVEN THE DREAM LIVES ON AT FINNICKYSKYE (Utych/Utych)  
I’ve seen this dog and given him a breed win in the AKC arena.  I’m a huge fan of his lovely 
make and shape. Pretty head with good large dark eyes and rims.  Today he was in stellar coat 
condition and presented to perfection.  A very balanced dog looks so great on the move, coming 
and going.  In the challenge today he met up with others of excellent type, make and shape and in 
the end, the included angulation on the winners pushed him out of the top two finalists, but 
barely. 

 
2. CH & ENG CH HARANA ERROL BROWN, ENG JW (Ayers/Martz/ Koster)  

Another I’ve judged and awarded before in the AKC arena. A super little ruby dog. Today he was 
in excellent body & coat condition.  Lovely eyes with dark rims on a pretty, yet heavier, headed 
dog with a deep stop.  A short-coupled dog who moves well, good coming and going.  He was 
challenged by the overall balance and free movement of the class winner. 

 
 
SENIOR OPEN DOG (1) 
 

1. KARVALE BROOKHAVEN FINN (Utych)  
Another dog I have judged in the AKC arena, as a Veteran dog and was happy to see him again 
today and award him the 2nd Dog Award Of Merit. Have so much appreciation for this 11-year-
old show boat.  To be his age and his condition is difficult to find in a Cavalier.  Shown in great 
body and coat condition, he is a well-proportioned, well balanced and well angulated dog that 
moves elegantly around the ring.  Carries himself beautifully with a good length of neck, good 
reach and drive.  Lovely headpiece with the prettiest dark round eyes.  Good bite and most all his 
teeth still. Great temperament that carries over into his showmanship and carriage.  
Congratulations to his breeders and owners.  I admire that his owners continue to put him in the 
public eye, he should be a goal of every one of us.  
2nd DOG AWARD OF MERIT, BEST VETERAN IN SHOW 

 
 
THE BITCH CLASSES 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY BITCHES (8) 
 

1. GRANLAUREL THERE WAS THIS GIRL (Gregory/Green) BPB, BPIS  
Loved this little girl.   Nice well broken coat, lovely shape, pretty, feminine head but nothing 
twee about her.  An honest little girl with a super shape and well proportioned.  Pretty dark eyes 
with good thick dark rims.  



BEST PUPPY IN SHOW, BEST PUPPY BITCH, 2nd AWARD OF MERIT 
 

2. TUDOROSE KRISLA JOSEPHINE (Mixon/Mixon)  
What a mover.  My notes say “Moves like a dream”.  Fabulous shape and moves brilliantly on the 
side gait as well as coming and going.  Well-proportioned shape, good round bone.  Beautiful 
round dark eyes and pigmented rims.  I’d like a little prettier head on her but can’t deny this 
honest little dog and her lovely structure. 

 
3. TUDOROSE ABIGAIL (Mixon/Mixon)  

Littermate to #2, a less substantial puppy in bone but hosts a beautiful head.  Dark eyes and rims 
with a stunning expression.  Dark Blenheim pigment on coat. Well-proportioned shape and 
carries herself well. Good on the go around and coming and going.  Not quite the angulation as 
her littermate but balanced and flashy in carriage.  I liked her a lot and she’s super sweet to boot.  
I think a little more maturity she will beat her sister with her entire package.    

 
4. CHIYODA BLACK PEARL OF JOY AT FALLING SPRINGS (Curley)  

Very pretty head on this Black-and-Tan puppy.  Nice quality coat on a nice outline on the stack.  
Good angles but more so in rear causing her to drop in the croup and her overall balance to be 
challenged by the ones before her. Time is on her side. 

 
 
SENIOR PUPPY BITCH (6)  
 

1. ALMEARA ONCE SMITTEN TWICE LOVED (Whitmire)  
Have always admired anything shown from this kennel and it is always shown to perfection.  
Never disappoints!  Again, this bitch was lovely.  Well broken with lovely coat quality and 
pigment.  Incredible front, consistently seen on dogs from this kennel as well.   Lovely typey head 
with beautiful eyes and thick rims. 

 
2. WATERSEDGE CURTAIN CALL JW (Walzer/Walzer)  

My notes say “Oh La La!”  Such a pretty, pretty flashy bitch with dark pigment, lovely coat and 
great proportions.  Moves fabulous from the side and coming and going.  Beautiful top line and 
tail carriage.  She was quite slight in bone compared to the winner but a quality bitch none the 
less. 
 

3. NIGHTINGALE OVER THE TOP (Mulligan)  
This little bitch pushed hard for 2nd place.  Preferred the more substantial bone and cobby shape 
on her but the eyes and expression on the 2nd place winner beat her out.  Still, a lovely headpiece 
and good dark round eyes and rims. 
 

4. TASSAJARA TUDORR PROSECCO (Mixon/Seidman-McDonnell)  



Another pretty bitch shown in excellent condition.  Pretty head with beautiful dark eyes and rims.  
Good proportions, nice on the go around, but closer in rear.  I’d like a little more bone and 
substance, but time is on her side. 
 
 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (3) 
 

1. BROOKHAVEN HERE COMES WINTER (Ayers/Martz)   
A beautifully presented Tricolor with a fabulous shape/outline and in excellent body and coat 
condition.  Could use more blaze.  A little more ring time/experience will help show herself off as 
she has lots to show. 
 

2. WELLSWORTH HOLLYWOOD BOMBSHELL (Wells)  
Love the name on this one?  A Blenheim with great proportions also beautifully presented.  
Lovely to watch on the side move.  Marked well, but could use darker pigment. 
 

3. LINRICA MIRACLE BABY, JW (Liu)  
This little bitch pushed hard for 2nd.  Very pretty head and striking to look at with her dark overall 
pigment and coat.  Not as overall balanced as the ones before her and closer in rear. 

 
 
NOVICE BITCH (1) 
 

1. TASSAJARA RIESLING (Seidman/Seidman-McDonell)  
A longer cast Blenheim bitch but well proportioned.  Shown in excellent body and coat condition.  
Looks good on side gait. Shows wide in front and narrow in rear proportionally.  Very pretty head 
with large dark round eyes and dark rims. 

 
 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH (1)  
 

1. CH BROOKHAVEN FORBIDDEN FRUIT (Ayers/Martz)  
A really lovely headed bitch with dark eyes and rims.  Very happy in the ring and shows herself 
off well, being at one with her handler.  Presented, as all dogs from this kennel, in excellent 
condition.  Good proportions and moves well on the go around and on the down and back.  She 
was really pushed in the challenge with so many shorter coupled quality bitches today.  

 
 
JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH (3) 
 

1. AUTUMNHILL LITTLE SURE SHOT (Parente)  
A super nice Black-and-Tan bitch presented in excellent condition and one with great attitude.  
Super proportions, level tail set and carriage.  Good on go around and coming and going. 



 
2. FORESTCREEK AMBLESIDE FLEUR DE LIS AT MIMRIC (Hodges/Cline)   

A very nice bitch who is very showy.  Great show ring attitude here as well.  She is longer cast 
than the class winner and not quite the balance with more rear angulation than front.  Lovely head 
and eyes, super pigment. 
 

3. UREKA HEAD FULL OF DREAMS (Gardner)  
This bitch was well presented and in great condition.  Loved her dark pigment all around, coat, 
eyes and rims.  Pretty head.  Again, not the balance of the winner and moves wide in the rear on 
the down and back which bumped her to 3rd place.  

 
 
AMERICAN BRED BITCH (3) 
 

1. BROOKHAVEN SISTER ACT (Ayers/Martz)  
A nicely proportioned Blenheim bitch with a good spring of rib.  Well angulated giving her reach 
and drive.  Very flashy on the move, nice on both the go around and coming and going.  Lovely 
eyes. 

 
2. CHADWICK HPNOTIQ BLU (Taub/Eckersley)  

A nice quality bitch but did not show well.  More speed on the move and ask for her to be more 
up on her toes could prove very positive results.  She’s got quality, good angulation and is well 
balanced, well broken and with correct coat.  Pretty head with lozenge, nice dark eyes and rims. 
 

3. BROOKHAVEN DONT STOP BELIEVIN (Marler/Ayers)   
Pretty pigment on this heavily marked, short coupled little bitch.  Set too forward on the sternum 
and very slight in bone.  Moves close in rear. 

 
 
HEALTH AND CONFORMATION BITCH (2) 
 

1. CLOSEBURN TIBBIE STUART (Fairchild)  
I drew a big heart next to her number on my notes.  Such a lovely nearly 10-year-old bitch.  Stole 
my heart.  Sooooo SWEET, I would take her home if I could.  Pretty head, eyes and rims.  Shown 
in a lovely well broken coat.  She was not loving the ring today and didn’t show herself off, but 
she did her best. 
 

2. BRYTHON KENTUCKY CROWN (Trad)  
This dog has a nice front with good angulation on her but lacks the balance in the rear angulation.  
Not exhibiting the type in her head with a longer muzzle and lacking the pigment as the class 
winner.  
 

 



SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH (3) 
 

1. ANGELS PRIDE NESSJA  (Charen)  
Little did I know at the time that this would end up my Winners Bitch, but she showed her heart 
out and never let herself down throughout the day, even in the Best In Show Ring.  She is a bit 
short in muzzle which prevented her from going beyond WB today but otherwise perfection in so 
many ways.  Shown in fabulous shape, her heavily marked coat sported great pigment and was 
excellent in integrity and condition.  Super round bone. Carried herself beautifully as she moved 
around the ring. Well balanced, well angulated with plenty of neck. Nice and straight coming and 
going.  A really nice total package. Congratulations to her breeder and owner as the depth in 
quality in the bitch ring today was deep. 
WINNERS BITCH, BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX, BEST BLENHEIM BITCH 

 
2. LINRICA REACH FOR THE STARS JW (Liu)  

This little bitch was challenged by the 3rd place winner very hard but her beautiful head and soft 
expression takes the placement.  Heavily marked bitch with lots of flash but not the balance as the 
class winner resulting in a higher tail carriage. 

 
3. FOXWYN MAYFLOWER (Fox)  

Pushed hard for the 2nd place spot in a nice class.  Preferred the bone and cobby outline on this 
bitch.  She also had good eyes and rims but in the end the expression not as pleasing as the ones 
before her and she was moving with less showmanship/confidence today. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR BITCH (2) 
 

1. CLOSEBURN BONNY WEE KILT (Fairchild)  
Just the most adorable Tricolor bitch.  Lovely type presented in excellent condition.  Great spring 
of rib overlaid with a correct straight coat.  Pretty head, nice blaze and lovely dark eyes and rims. 
Could use a stronger rear.  She was right up there in the challenge with a handful of other finalist 
in a lineup of super quality bitches in this show.  
1st  BITCH AWARD OF MERIT, BEST TRICOLOR IN SHOW, BEST TRICOLOR 
BITCH 

 
2. TASSAJARA THIS IS US WEE (Seidman)  

A very sporty Tricolored bitch expertly handled to show off her attributes.  Big mover on the side 
gait with lovely carriage.  Glossy conditioned coat topping her off making her initial impact in the 
ring impressive.  Not as soft in expression as the class winner and wider in front, narrower in rear 
on the down and back.   
 

 
 
 



SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH (3) 
 

1. AUTUMNHILL HONKY TONK ANGEL (Parente)  
This compact 20-month, lovely headed Ruby bitch really shows well for her size.  Nice outline, 
short coupled, with loads of dark pigmented coat.  Good coming and going, croup drops slightly 
on the go around. Shows her heart out with a great attitude. 
BEST RUBY BITCH IN SHOW 
 

2. MADRYN PORT ROYAL (Weeks/Weeks)  
This is a real quality bitch as well and pushed hard for the class win.  Similar qualities to the 
winner but longer cast.  Big mover as a result, also lovely pigment, very pretty great quality coat 
and drop in croup. Decision between the two was tough. But another to be up against so many 
short-coupled quality bitches today. 

 
3. AUTUMNHILL UNFORGETTABLE AT TIDEWATER (O’Brien/Tatum/Parente)  

Looks to be the littermate to the class winner.  A larger and longer cast bitch that moved 
adequately but exhibited less head type than the ones before her. 
 

 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN BITCH (1) 
 

1. BROOKHAVEN MAGIC MOLLY (Ayers/Martz)  
A very nice package indeed.  Package being the key word.  Can only slight her minimally on a 
mildly closer rear.  She had all the pieces and parts.  Very pretty head and lovely eyes with an air 
of cuteness about her because of her happy attitude.  Short coupled, well balanced with good 
angulation.  Lovely round bone, with a lot of nice quality coat.  Tail carried slightly above topline 
with less coat integrity but does not take away from the overall picture or package.   
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH, BEST BLACK-&-TAN IN SHOW, BEST BLACK-&-
TAN BITCH, BEST AMERICAN BRED BITCH 

 
 
OPEN BITCH (4) 
 

1. CH CHADWICK SAY YES TO THE DRESS (Eckersley)  
Super pretty bitch with excellent pigment everywhere.  Gorgeous eyes and thick rims.  Lovely 
and balanced on the move with reach and drive, good coming and going as well.  Nice well 
broken correct coat to finish off the package.  In the challenge she was right there but again, the 
depth of quality in the bitches, especially the short-coupled bitches pushed her hard.  
1st Bitch AWARD OF MERIT 
 
 
 
 



2. CH JAYBA OOH LA LA, JW (Lander/Lander-Hamiliton/George)  
A really nice short coupled bitch that is a big mover both on the side gait as well as coming and 
going. Pretty typey head with HUGE round eyes.  Well broken coat lacking the texture and 
pigment of the class winner today.  

 

3. CH TUDORR SONG OF ICE AND FIRE, JW (Mixon/Mixon)  
Another pretty head with lovely eyes and pigment.  This bitch also exhibited good balance, reach 
and drive.  She is longer cast with a longer lower profile.  Lacks the overall glamour and type of 
the ones before her. 
 

4. ANGEL’S PRIDE MISS MAGIC AT MARJORELLE (Conley)   
A larger heavier boned less feminine bitch.  Nice outline, balance and good mover. Shown in 
good body and coat condition.  Good reach and drive, but lacks the elegance in movement of the 
other winners.  

  
 
SENIOR OPEN BITCH  (1) 
 

1. CH CHESHAM A MINUTE OF YOUR TIME, JW (Eckersley/Taub) 
This nearly 10 year old bitch made the cut in the challenge.  She was shown in great body and 
coat condition.  Correct coat type maintaining coat pigment at her age.  Movement is elegant and 
balanced, completely together for her age.  Correct proportions and good balance.  Could use 
more angulation to finish the picture.  Lovely dark pigment on eyes and rims.   

 

VETERAN DOG (2) 
 

1. KARVALE BROOKHAVEN FINN C-TCX (Utych)    
(Critique from Senior Open Dog class.) Another dog I have judged in the AKC arena, as a 
Veteran dog and was happy to see him again today and award him the 2nd dog AOM. Have so 
much appreciation for this 11-year-old show boat.  To be his age and his condition is difficult to 
find in a Cavalier.  Shown in great body and coat condition, he is a well-proportioned, well 
balanced and well angulated dog that moves elegantly around the ring.  Carries himself 
beautifully with a good length of neck, good reach and drive.  Lovely headpiece with the prettiest 
dark round eyes.  Good bite and most all his teeth still. Great temperament that carries over into 
his showmanship and carriage.  Congratulations to his breeders and owners.  I admire that his 
owners continue to put him in the public eye, he should be a goal of every one of us.  
BEST VETERAN IN SHOW    

 
2. DICKENS DE LA MONTAGNE ENSOLEILEE (Weeks/Lesko/Fogel)  

Another nice dog from this kennel especially at this age.  A Black-and-tan in good body and coat 
condition.  Good angulation with reach and drive.   Nice head and good round eyes.  Thank you 
for bringing out your veteran. 



 
VETERAN BITCH (2)  
 

1. CH DENHAM DREAMED ABOUT, JW (Maddox)  
Stunning headed Ruby bitch with a stunning history. Shown to perfection in excellent condition.  
Luscious beautiful coat with good pigment maintained at her age.  Another veteran who has 
stayed together and continues her elegance and topline on the move.  Well balanced and well 
angulated.   Good on the side gait and coming and going.  Both owner and dog were smiling all 
the way around the ring and she had the teeth to show off.  So much to love about her.  In the 
veteran challenge she simply was out shown by the dog whose attitude and carriage kept asking 
for the win.  It was a losing situation for any judge in the Veteran challenge today. 

 

2. MADRYN CHAMPAGNE N DIAMONDS (Weeks/Weeks)   
Thank you again to this breeder for bringing out her veterans, this 10-year-old Blenheim bitch 
was shown in excellent condition as well.  Another with great pigment maintained with age.  
Beautiful head and eyes.  Well-proportioned with good outline, angulation, balance, reach and 
drive.  A great attitude and loves to show herself off, I think she would show “by” herself if need 
be.   

 
 

 


